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PRICE THREE CENTS

STUDENT UNION BOARD FORMED
/

Seniors’ Committees M. C. Lange with Mrs. Washburn
Submit Statement on
Class Ring Question

S tu d en tS jA d m in istratio n
In J o in t M a n a g e m e n t

The following statement was sub
mitted by the undersigned in answer
to an article that appeared in last
week’s New Hampshire.
“ In response to certain unsubstan
tiated charges made by an “ informer” ,
appearing in last week’s issue of The
New Hampshire, the senior class, class
officers and executive committee desire
to publish a history of the transactions
leading to the selection of a class ring
manufacturer.

Organizational Chart-Student Union Board

Class Meeting Decisions
“ Class discussions of rings and
prices thereof, of 1947 led the class to
appoint J. Herbert Blais to investi
gate prices and possible new designs
in order that the price of approximate
ly $34.00 per 'ring might be reduced.
It was also decided to elect a class
jeweler in order that profit from the
sale of rings might be retained by a
-classmate rather than a commercial
enterprise in Durham.
“ A class meeting was held in early
October at which it was decided by
the class vote to do three things:
1. Elect ‘Red’ Davis as class jewel
er.
2. Designate the Jewel Shoppe of
Exeter as the official class ring manu
facturer in view of the fact that their
bid was $2.00 lower per ring than the
bid submitted by the Balfour Company
for a ring similar in quality and design.
3. Alter the design of the ring
slightly by removing some of the fan
cy design work around the edges of
the ring.
These points were voted by the class
members in the usual democratic man
ner. *
Forces of Competition
The members of the Executive Com
mittee and the Class Officers then pre
pared to negotiate the final price and
design of the ring with the Jewel
Shoppe. Before a meeting was sched
uled, however, certain members of the
group received letters from the Bal
four Company implying that the Jewel
Shoppe was not a reliable manufac
turer of rings and that the Balfour
Company would like an opportunity
to meet similar terms.
Following the receipt of the letter the
student committee decided to investi
gate the entire matter believing that
the forces of competition might result
in further price reductions.
Four Main Points
The Committee called three manu
facturers, requested samples, quota
tions, and other pertinent information
on the manufacture of rings. This
required approximately •two months
of bi-weekly meetings that often lasted
two and three hours.
The Committee was striving for a
written contract that would provide
four main points:
1. A ring manufactured to specifi
cations outlined in the contract as to
design, weight, carat, type of stone and
quality of workmanship.
2. Gold content verification by the
Bureau of Standards in Washington.
3. Lowest price consistent with
above.
4. Best possible delivery date.
Jewel Shoppe Bid Accepted
A final bid received from the Bal
four Company indicated that their best
price was to be $26.88 for the man’s
ring and $18.00 for the girl’s ring. De
liveries were to start in late March or
early April.
The final, and accepted, bid from the
Jew’d Shoppe listed $23.00 for the
man’s ring, $17.00 for the girl’s ring,
and deliveries to start in late January.
This quotation was accompanied by a
very acceptable sample ring.
(continued on page 8)
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The above picture shows Robert “ Shorty” Lange conversing with Mrs. H.
Bradford Washburn, wife of the famous geologist-mountain climber just af
ter her lecture on her husband’s movies and colored slides of his expeditions.
Mr. Washburn, who was scheduled to appear, was unable to attend because
of an expedition in Western China where he is searching for a range contain
ing peaks higher than Mt. Everest.
Mr. Lange, who presented Mrs. Washburn to an assembly of approximate
ly 4001people in Murkland Auditorium, accompanied the recent Washburn ex
pedition to the peak of Mt. McKinley, Alaska. Mr. Lange is a L.A. Junior at
UNH',' and is interested in mountain climbing, geology and associated subjects.
Mr. and Mrs. Washburn have their home in Cambridge, Mass. Mr.
Washburn is Director of the New England Museum of Natural Science, Bos
ton.
The lecture was presented under the auspices of the University’s Concert
and Lecture series.

Sackett Announces
New Room Rents
Dean Sackett, Chairman of the
Housing 'Committee has announced
that uniform rates for all accommoda
tions in dormitories will be in effect
in September 1948.
The new system will result in price
increases in the “ less desirable rooms”
while the price of “ better locations”
will be decreased. Students who have
been in attendance of this university
for a longer time will have the better
choice rather than those who have the
larger incomes.
If a room has more occupants than
the room was originally designed for
then the students will receive a twenty
per cent rebate. This does not apply
to students in Engelhardt, Hunter,
Gibbs.
The annual rate for the dorms next
year is as follows: Smith $80 (6.75 in
crease; Brook, Grant, and Schofield
$90 (no increase); Congreve South
$110 ($7 increase); Scott $110 ($15.50
increase); Congreve North $100 ($7
increase); Commons $90 ($8.50 in
crease); Fairchild $110 ($13.50 in
crease); Hetzel $110 (8.00 increase);
East and W est $70 ($6.00 increase);
Engelhardt, Gibbs, and Hunter $90
(an $11.50 decrease).
Room rents for the Summer Session
in 1948 have been set at $24 regard
less of dormitory for a six-week period
and $42 for the twelve-week term.
NOTICE
Effective April 1, all lost and
found and other classified ads will
be charged at the regular adver
tising rates.

Official Notices
A ll students are respon sib le
n otices appearing here.

fo r

k now ledge

of

All students and employees with
UNH parking permits are requested
to report their 1948-49 registration
numbers to my office in person or by
mail not later than April 3.
Louis P. Bourgoin
Chief of Police
Spring vacation starts at 1:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 20, and ends at 7:30
a.m. March 29.

The Student Council and the Asso
ciation of Women Students have voted
to hold the elections for class offices
at the same time as the election for
Student Council members.
The tentative date set for the elec
tions this year is Thursday, April 29.
The women students will cast their
ballots for class officers at the polling
booth under T-Hall arch. The men
will vote at an all-male convocation.
The new system which ’has been
adopted for seating Student Council
members will allow for greater repre
sentation by apportioning the seats
among the classes of the three col
leges.
Full details on the apportionment
system and the petition procedure to
be followed by candidates will be an
nounced in the April 8 issue of The
New Hampshire.

Annual AWS Voting
Closes at 4:30 P.M.
The Association of Women Students
has announced that the annual election
of officers is to be held today, March
'18. The voting booth under T-Hall
arch will be open from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
The candidates for office were nomi
nated at the women’s convocation held
last Thursday.
The candidates for office are as fol-,
lows:
F or P resid en t— Jacqu elin e Bean, A u d rey P arker.
F or V ice-p r esid en t— M argaret B adger, L ois G ib b on s.
F or S ecreta ry — L ee G ree, B etty G reene, M arguerite
M cM u rtrie, C harlotte Sheehy, J oyce W h ed on .
F o r T reasurer— Barbara B rid le, K ay F u ller, M a rjorie
H olm es, N ancy M arston, H elen W illa n d .
F o r S en ior M em bers— (v ote for 2 ) Ruth Chapm an,
Ruth C oom bs, Ruth D alzell, Carolyn E aton, Carol
E liot, Janet F ick ert, P h yllis J acobson .
F or Junior M em bers— (v o te fo r 2 ) J oy A hrendt, S h ir
ley H oy le, P h yllis K illa m , V riginia Q uinn.
F or C om m uter M em ber— Claire C urrier, A nne K argas.

Scabbard and Blade Initiate
Pan-Hel Dance Date Twenty-Six
New Members
Arranged for April 9

Last Saturday at 4:00 p.m. 26 new
members were initiated into Scabbard
and Blade, Honorary Military Science
Society.
The following men were the initiates:
Steve Aliapoulios, Robert Cook, R ob
ert Crory, Pasquale DeLuca, Donald
Donovan, Charles Drake, Rudolph
Ebacher, Gerald Ellsworth, William
Floyd, Kenneth Giles, John Gleason,
Neil Glynn, David Gray, Clifford Ham,
Duane Hatch, William Mates, James
Nestor, Ted Piecorak, Art Rafferty,
The high spot of the evening will Nick Raftopoulos, Carmen Ragonese,
be the crowning of the Pan-Hellenic Richard Ravgiala, Ameen Samaha,
king, who will be selected during the Earlan Seawards, Chester Titus, and
week of April 5th by student vote.
Ezra Trumbull.
Presiding officers at the ceremony
■were Sherman Reed, Gregory DoStudent Recital
brenchuk, and Col. James C. Bates.
There will be a student recital on
Monday, April 5, at 7:00 p.m. in Murk
There will be duplicate bridge to
land Auditorium. Attendance is re night at 7:15 in the Organization
quired of all students taking formal Room at Commons. Everyone is wel
music classes and applied music.
come.
The annual girl ask boy dance, the
Pan-Hellenic semi-formal, has been
set for April 9 at New Hampshire
Hall from 8:00 to 12:00 p.m.
A1 Band and his orchestra have been
signed up to supply the music. Pan
Hellenic will be A1 Band’s first ap
pearance in New Hampshire. He has
previously played at the University of
Connecticut, Harvard, and other col
leges and the vicinity.

President
Vice-president
Secretary
Treasurer
Elected by Members of the Board

A proposal was set forth for a new
ly organized Student Union composed
of all students and functioning through
various committees and a Student
Union Board. The plan offers stu
dents a chance for active participation
in ‘ the governing and recreational
bodies of the Student Union with a
view to the practical application of
their major fields. Activities are co
ordinated through the Student Union
Office in the Notch. The tentative
plan of the Union is as follows:
The Student Union Board, consist
ing of seven committee chairmen,
elected by their respective committees;
two students elected from the student
body at large; one A W S and one Stu
dent Council representative; four fac
ulty members and one member of the
previous year’s Board; the Director
of Durham Notch Hall and the secre
tary of the Alumni Association are ex
officio members.
Committees
The seven committees are as fol
lows:
1. Social
Recreation.
A
group
which is in charge of dances, songfests,
tournaments, and the decorations and
refreshments connected with these.
2. Cultural Recreation. This group
runs photography contests, poster dis
plays, art exhibits, faculty coffee hours,
and such activities.
3. Finance.
This committee will
install a requisition system for the
Union, will plan the standing commit
tee budgets, and their administration.
4. Student Service. This commit
tee offers various services to the stu
dent body such as transportation pool,
ticket service, and book exchange and
campus information.
5. Club Service. This group is in
charge of the daily game activities,
maintenance and other equipment and
the operation of the Student Office.
6. Publicity. Collects and edits all
activity news for the Notch’s column
in the New Hampshire, and is respon
sible for posters and other advertising
that the other committees need.
7. Commuters. This committee fur
thers the interest and organization of
the commuter body as associated with
the Student Union.
Joining Procedure
The procedure for joining is:
1. Pick the committee you wish to
serve on.
2. Fill out forms which can be
found in your dormitories or at the
Notch, the week after vacation.
3. Return forms to your dormitory
representative or the Student Union
Office (old cloak room) at the Notch.
4. Await notification from commit
tee of their first meeting.
If you are interested in this work
there is a place for you in the new
Student Union Organization.
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IDC Takes Poll of
Menus at Commons

Greek ttlorld
By Carlotta Dondero and Bob Crory

Lambda Pi Presents Professors Human?
Annual Pandemonium Dean Blewett, "Yes"

Although overcast by the shadow of
Lambda Pi, the honorary language
The
Interdormitory
Council, in warnings, next week’s siesta will ■be
conjunction with the house officers of welcomed by us with open -arms; but society, plans to produce the fourth an
the girls’ dormitories, is undertaking for -the moment, on with the column. nual show of Pan-American Pande
a Survey of Student Preferences in . . . . After fighting our way through monium at N. H. Hall on Friday night,
Food Servings for the Commons. The the bevy of pulchritude that inundated April 2.
Survey results are to be used by the the campus for the Newman Club Fed
The hall will be arranged to resemble
dietitians at Commons as a yardstick eration, we arrived here only to find a fairground with all types of booths
in making up menus. Balanced meals the heartbreaking news of the death and unique prizes. Another section of
will be planned, as previously, but of Charlie Humphreys’ chariot. Yes, the floor will be reserved for dancing
items which the Survey finds are un Friday night was the end of an era. to South American rhythms. The stage
popular will be eliminated, and serv The famous black Ford that Charlie show consists of original songs, novel
ings which the majority of students performed the slow role in last year, ty numbers, original dances, and an
prefer will be featured instead.
finally died. It was loyal to the end, assortment of colorful acts.
The Survey was instituted Wednes making it all the way back from D o
This year ;here will be three big
day, March 10, when Miss Thames, the ver, namely by jet propulsion (50 feet door prizes. Admission to the affair
Head Dietitian, provided the IDC with of red flame coming out of the exhaust is thirty cents, and everyone is urged
questionnaire forms listing all foods pipe) and stopping only as it hit to bring along some small change.
served at Commons. The question A T O ’s soil. . . , Unable to stand New
People working on the various com
naire was divided into Meats, Vege England’s frigid winters any longer,
mittees include Professor C. S. Parker
tables, Fruits and Dessert sections. A Phi Mu Delta’s Cal Burleigh will leave
on properties; Jeannette Isaacson,
place was left on the sheets for re June 23 to become assistant supervisor
Cynthia Sa-idel, Miss Licking, and Pat
marks and suggestions by students.
on a sugar plantation in Puerto Rico,
Sherry on booths; Jerry Harwood on
The questionnaires were distributed which will only go to carry on Phi Mu the door; Dee Hirsch and Hal Orel on
Delta’s
old
tradition
of
raising
cain
to IDC members by Charles Pinkham,
publicity; Angelica Spylios, Helen
President of IDC, and members were (laff dammit). . . .W e suspect foul Skafidas, Jean Carlisle, Jerry Har
also assigned to see that the girl’s play: How did the driver of the hay wood, and Lucy Roy on decorations;
dorms were covered, in addition to rack at Theta Chi’s hayride lose his Mrs. Eva Thomas, Mrs. Ulrich Frank,
their own dormitories. The Survey way in Durham after living here for Janet Chapman, and Priscilla Nyman
is hoped to cover as large a portion so many years? . . . . And while we’re on refreshments; Mr. Boulay, Mr. Ul
of the campus (for those who eat at on the subject, why was Charley Os rich Frank, and Mr. Schoolcraft on
borne running behind the wagon with
Commons) as possible.
money-changing; Barbara McGrath,
The IDC had a special meeting last a lantern? . . . . The Zoo’s new scribes Eleanor Cachiona, Jean Carlisle, Mar
Tuesday to gather the results and com are Betty Shearer and Charlotte cia Setzer and Hal Orel on entertain
pile tabulation. President Pinkham Brown. . . . Paul Magoon Phi D U ment.
states that a copy of the tabulation and Carolyn Jenness said the ID U ’s
will be made available to The New last week end -to the surprise of the
brothers who thought he was spendHampshire for publication.
nig the week end skiing. . . . The same
The Survey is another method by
goes for Cal Whitney of A GR who
which Miss Thames is endeavoring
got himself married last September.
to make the eating facilities at Com
Now he tells us! . . . . Betrothed are
mons as efficient and attractive to the
Marty Feuer of AGR to Eleanor ConThe University Symphonic Band will
students as possible, considering the
sentino. . . . Walt Moreland is pinless give concert performances in seven
comparitively low cost of meal tickets.
and SAE’s Carnival Specialty Nancy New Hampshire cities this spring,
Olcott of New London is pinned. . . . Professor Karl H. Bratton, Head of the
SAE welcomes into the circle four Music Department,, has announced.
new brothers: Bob Belford, Bob M o Mr. George Reynolds, Bandmaster,
rin, Cliff Shirley, and Jerry Sweeney. and Mr. Paul Giles, Assistant Con
The ex-neophytes were initiated at the ductor, have prepared an interesting
Sometimes
our
memories
play annual Founder’s Day celebration in program which includes representatives
strange tricks on us. Ask anyone on Boston last Saturday. All the SAE of the voice and piano departments in
Main Street today and he will tell you chapters in New England were pres addition to the instrumental division.
we have had a very cold and snowy ent, and the UN H delegation was one
Ernest Hurst, baritone, and Robert
winter. The truth is, however, that of the largest (and noisiest). W ith Pryor, pianist, will appear as soloists.
although January and February have five men in a four-man hotel room, A cornet trio will -consist of Albert
been much colder than normal, snow someone has to sleep on the floor — Burbank, Henry Dumaine and Stanley
fall amounts this winter have not been none so blind, eh Buck? . . . . Alphi Youngquist. A clarinet quartet is be
exceptionally heavy.
Chi’s bulging walls are the result of ing planned.

Are professors people? Undoubted
ly this question has been asked by ev
ery student at New Hampshire since
the days of Ben Thompson.
Dean Edward Y. Blewett of New
Hampshire and Mr. John Holmes,
professor of English at Tufts College
have attempted to answer the question
by writing an article for The Saturday
Evening Post.
In the article, published in the March
17th issue of the Post, the authors pre
sent the professors’ view supplemented
by choice anecdotes concerning vari
ous professors of the nation’s colleges
and universities.

Club Notes
O.T. Club
There will be a meeting of the O c
cupational Therapy Clu-b at 6 p.m. on
Thursday, March 18, at Craft Cot
tage. The guest speaker will be Mrs.
Hazard, who will give a lecture and
demonstration in the art of stenciling.
Canterbury Club
At -the meeting on March 18, the
Rev. Dr. Henry H. Wiesbauer will
speak on “ Christianity and Psycholo
gy” . Dr. Wiesbauer is the Director
of the Institute of Pastoral Care at"
Massachusetts General Hospital, and
his work is aiding in the rehabilitation
of psyeho-fieurotics.

UNH Musicians Will
Ass’n Extends
Perform in NH Cities Alumni
Subscriptions to Seniors

So You Think It’s
A Tough W inter?

the rare time the pledges had when
they took over the house last weekend,
W e have not yet had one major
while the actives moved to the dorms.
snow storm this winter. The deepest (Fools rush in.). . . .Chi O’s new offi
snowfall of the winter came on Jan cers are: Barbie French, Pres.; Barb
uary 18th when 7.7 inches fll. Our Marden, Vice-Pres.; Barb-Smart, Sec.;
total to date is 56.9 incmhes contrasted Claire Rouillard, Treas. The new
with about 125 inches at Blue Hill, pledge: Virginia Dockham. New mem
Boston. Usually we get two or three bers: Frannie Adams, Joey Boles, Ginstorms yielding1 anywhere from 12 to ny Chandler, Alice Elton, Ruth Good20 inches of snow. Not so this win ridge, Mary Ann Hearn, Shirley Leter. Our unusually persistent snow mieux, Joy Matthews, and “ Geet” Mccover has resulted more from con Murtrie. . . . Theta Kap’s new officers
tinued cold and lack of thawing are: Pres., Frances Keating; Vicetemperatures
than
from
copious Pres., Eugene Malloy; Sec., Jim
amounts of snow.
Wedge, and Treas., Clesson Lang. . . .
Is my face red! I forgot to mention
Less Than Normal
ONE O F my own sorority pledges
A deficiency in precipitation, which
last week — ..Theta U’s Eleanor
resulted in such disastrous forest fires
Brocklebank. . . . Phi Mu Delta re
last fall, has continued throughout
ports that pledge Bob Brown was ini
the winter. Every month since last
tiated into the fraternal order of the
summer, with the single exception of
“ Rock” last Saturday night . . . and
November, has seen less than normal
almost had to walk home (which is
precipitation. In December we re
surprising because there’s usually a
ceived about 2/z of our normal monthly
goodly supply of NH men there study
precipitation; in January we received
ing modern dance — or is it anatomy?
about 4/5 and in February we record
And unless one can’t see straight, rides
ed only about 2/ z. Since January 1st,
back to Durham are plentiful. . . . Alice
we are about 1.5 inches (behind sched
Elton recently initiated into Chi O,
ule so far as precipitation is concerned.
was also recently pinned to Theta
W e are about one whole month’s worth
Chi’s Ralph Amstead. . . . The boys of
shy of normal precipitation, counting
Kappa Sig are wondering what bru
from October 1, 1947, to Sunday,
nette gave Bathless Pinhero a cake of
March-7, 1948. Of course the explana
soap for Easter. . . . And also wish to
tion is that in normal years we ordi
announc that Bill Christy has promised
narily get at least one large snow
one and all that he will emerge from
storm, and in addition, even in January
his cocoon this spring and be a %ocial
and February, a very considerable pro
butterfly. . . . Alpha Chi welcomes a
portion of our precipitation falls as
new member, Ann Reid, to the house.
rain. Practically no rain has fallen
.
yet in 1948, and most of our precipita . . . Pi K A’s house dance last week
tion has been in the form of rather was a gala affair chaperoned by Genial
dry snow with a low moisture con (Mr.) John Hauslein and Mrs. Hauslein. . . . The Help Wanted Depart
tent.
Found on Bulletin Board ment: Any co-ed graced with beauty
between the ages of sixteen and thirty,
in Conant (Meterology)
who can cook and knit argyles and
tfn
an
tin
tin
1 -------------------------------------------------- nn--------------------------------mi--------------------------------mi-------------------------------laugh in the face of ferocious Paul
IC O N C A N N O N -S C R IP T U R E I Briand, call 212. (It seems that Phi
Stationers
D U is sans cook). . . . Kappa Sig’s
K. V. Dey is now a member of the
Complete line .of greeting cards
Highball’en Ski Club of North Con
Office Supplies
way. . . .
We hear that Theta U is
i Daniels St.
Portsmouth j
minus one cat. Did the SPCA got on
No Major Storm

Mike and Dial Presents
Two Plays Over WHEB
Tomorrow afternoon at 4:45 p.m.
W H E B will broadcast by -transcription
the Mike and Dial dramatic script
Over the Wall. Those in the cast are
Betsy Howard, Robert Kidder, Phil
Shulins, Caroline Porter, and Frank
Blair. The technical assistant is Ralph
Munn and the announcer, Joe Roseswater.
The last tryouts for What’s in a
Word, a Mike and Dial radio script,
are to be held on Friday, March 19, at
4 p.m. in the Studio in T-Hall What’s
in a Word is to be presented by live
broadcast over W H E B on Friday,
April 16 at 4:45 p.m.

Vets Planning to Transfer
Advised to Notify VA
Student-veterans planning transfers
to other schopls are advised by Vet- '
erans Administration to give at least
thirty days’ notice of their plans, if
they wish -to avoid possible delay in
payment of subsistence, James J.
Doyle, manager of the Manchester
Regional Office of VA, has stated.
To enroll at a new school, the vet
eran will need a supplemental certifi
cate of eligibility from the V A region
al office. This requires both a notice
to the V A and a statement from the
present school showing satisfactory
progress in studies.
V A authority for changing schools
is required of students under either
the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act
(GI Bill) or the Vocational Rehabili
tation Act (Public Law 16) for dis
abled veterans.
_*
All are not friends that speaks fair.

The Board of Directors of the Alum
ni Association voted to extend a sub
scription to the Alumni Magazine to
members of the senior ffilass for the
remainder of the school year. Dis
tribution of the magazine will be fa
cilitated by the cooperation of tlhe fol
lowing members of Mortar Board:
Joan Tilton, Rachel Burbank, Jean De
land, Jean Grace, Betty Cotton and
Toby Moscowitz.

DURHAM
SHOE REPAIR

Extra copies of the Alumni Maga
zine are available at the Alumni O f
fice, Room 104, T-Hall.

I Easter

The itinerary of the tour is as fol
lows:
8:15 p.m. H
Portsmouth
April 10
10:00 a.m.
Rochester
April 12
8:15 p.m.
Claremont
April 12
10:00 p.m.
Keene
April 13
3:30 p.m. H
Manchester
April 13
8:15 p.m.
Henniker
April 13
|
8:15 p.m.
Dover
April 14

N eolite Soles
Shoe Polish
Shoe Brushes
Open 8:15 a.m. — 4:45 p.m.

Monday Charity Ball

Sponsored b y Portsm ou th L o d g e B .P .O .E . 97

I PORTSMOUTH COMMUNITY CENTER
H

their tail when they saw the defense
less animal with one bloody nose? . . . .
The A T O ’s were wondering for a
while whether Boris Barret was head
waiter at Alpha Xi or ATO. . . . Theta
Chi’s Bill Sweeney had a full or “ full
er” weekend. W e haven’t got that
down “ pat” yet. The gay one, Frank
Lanza, caused a minor uproar last
week at Kappa Sig when he actually
bought a pack of cigarettes. . . . So,
now it’s time for us to make like a tree
and leave.
. .

featuring

$1.20 each
II

mill

8:30 to 1
.

WINS POPULARITY CONTEST

Dover, New Hampshire

an

III!

III!

nil

ml

mi

mi

nil

nil

n t j,

I HAM'S Market I
\____________________________________ I

j Rib Lamb Chops
1
I Bacon Ends 1 lb.
I

.55 |
\ _|
.391

]

j Sausage 1 lb. bowl

.65 1

| Tripe 1 lb.

.37 j

I

Legs of Lamb

(lb.) .63

j

mu

1 Corn Beef (fancy brisket)
|
1
j Prune Juice (1 qt. bot.)

.651
J
1
.25 |

i Strawberries (frozen 1 lb. pkg.) .491

I

1
— •*

|

John Howe and his Rhythmaires

478 Central Avenue

mi

=|

||

Daeris Restaurant

nil

j

N O , the man in this picture is not upside down! You must
be reading this standing on your head. Little wonder you
can’t pass the Finger-Nail Test. Better straighten up and
streak down to the corner drug store for a bottle or tube of
Wildroot Cream-Oil Hair Tonic. Just a spot o f Wildroot
Cream-Oil grooms your hair neatly and naturally— gives it
that neat, well-groomed “ college” man look. Relieves annoy
ing dryness and removes loose, ugly dandruff . . . It’s non
alcoholic, so don’t try drinking it. Remember, however, it
contains soothing Lanolin. Get Wildroot Cream-Oil hair
tonic today and see for yourself why it’s “ again and again
the choice o f men who put good grooming first.” For gen
erous trial supply free, send this ad with
your name and address to Wildroot Co.,
Inc., Dept. C-D, Buffalo 11, N. Y.

|j
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Franklin Funsters

Official Undergraduate Newspaper of the University, of New Hampshire
Published weekly on Thursday throughout the school year by the students o f the U niver
sity o f New Hampshire.
Entered as second class matter at the post office at Durham, New Hamphire, irnder the
act o f March 3, 1879. Accepted for mailing at special rate o f postage provided for in section
1103, act o f October 8, 1917. Authorized September 1, 1918.
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L ab rie, Pat K ram er.

Left, Right
Left, Right
Left, Right
Across the nation the Tramping feet in Ideological Cadence beat.
the Left is right, the Right is right, and Never the twain in Common meet.

PAG E T H R E E

T o the Editor:
After attending the movies at the
Franklin Theatre, Sunday, March 7,
the 6:15 show, I was moved to write a
letter commenting on the behavior of
the students.
There were times when one could
not hear the dialogue on the screen be
cause of the bags popping, cat calls,
whistles, and feigned snoring. W e all
pay to see the picture so we should all
share the privilege of viewing it with
out being disturbed by the wise re
marks and noises which may be funny
once or twice but become obnoxious
after the third time. If students don’t
enjoy the picture they should leave or
sit and bear it silently. They are
adults supposedly, but the actions in
the theatre do not always prove that
so.
Maybe this is being written in vain,
but I hope not because I am express
ing the opinion of many others whose
evenings have been spoiled by studentshenanigans. Let us keep the comics
for our own groups and give some con
sideration for the general public.
Sincerely,
E.H.P.

PRIMARIES ? UHAT’5 THftT?

Sour Grapes

T o the Editor,
After having listened to snide re
White is black and Black is white — no Common ground lies In between1.
marks of upperclassmen about fresh
man girls for a week, I would like to
Left, Right
protest. I don’t believe that the
Left, Right
“ frustrated freshman” of last week
speaks for anyone but herself. At
Left, Right
/
least she doesn’t speak for anyone I
“ the Wedge is driven, the Split is wide; Now is the time to Choose your side!” know. Most of us were delighted to
no Time to think, no Time to ask — you Have to choose — you Cannot hide. be in the downstairs dining hall, where
it was quieter and more leisurely,
“ Now to speak, Now to act! Sweep the neutrals Into camp.”
where food was served rather than
“ do You belong? then Come along!” Listen to the Cadence stamp.
shoved, and, perhaps due to atmos
phere, where things tasted a little bet
Left, Right
ter.
Left, Right
After all, the younger boys of ’51 are
Left, Right
just as much our classmates* as the
veterans, and we are willing to accept
Join the order. Pick your goal — Disregard the Final toll.
them as such without mooning for the
“Join the ranks; Are you with us? Sound off when they Call the roll!”
“ older, more sophisticated man” . I
“ Join the Left and Y ou’ll be right.” Listen to the Voices ringing.
hope I don’t step on too many toes,
“ Join the Right or Y ou’ll be left.” Listen to the Voices singing.
but the opinions expressed by “ frus
trated freshman” are strictly sour
Left, Right
grapes. Most of us don’t depend on
dining pickups for our social contacts.
Left, Right
If she is looking for the Lonely Hearts
Left, Right
Club, won’t she please try the Notch
Listen to the Voices shouting. Left, Right, left, Right
and cut out looking a gift horse in .the
Listen to the Chorus mounting. Left, Right, Left, Right
mouth?
Jane Black
Crescendo rising T o a peak. Left, Right, Left, Right
the W ord is fact, the W ord is might — the Truth is only Dimly seen.

Drowning out the Small and meek.

Left, Right, Left, Right

LEFT, RIGHT
LEFT, RIGHT

Letter to the Editor:
Administration Policy
Dear Editor,
Letters to the editor serve an impor
tant function in the operation of any
newspaper. They can point up abuse,
mistakes, and inadequacies, and not
only in the newspaper itself, but in the
community
which
the
newspaper
serves. It is about time the major is
sue of our campus community was
discussed openly, and not skirted or
approached obliquely in terms of a
Liberal Club magazine or the inade
quacies of food at Commons. The
University of New Hampshire is at
present suffering the stress and strain
of a tendency to become dichotomous.
The tendency has been marked in the
present college year, 1947-48. I believe
the divergence of interest between A d
ministration and students is too great
for comfort; that it is the major issue
here in Durham; and that it should
not be allowed to continue much long
er, or, for that matter, at all.

Toledo game, greatest event of the
football year, found the Administration
unwilling to encourage the sending of
a band, or of cheerleaders, to Ohio,
despite the eagerness of many mem
bers of the band, and of the cheerlead
ers, to go. Not only that, but mixed
parties could not go to the game, which
was a University function, in spite of
■the fact that chaperones and the per
mission of parents could be procured.
Enough editorials expressing the opin
ions of a sufficiently large number of
professors, students, and alumni, have
appeared in the New Hampshire about
our half-hearted support of college
athletes and college sports to justify
the suspicion of many persons that T Hall and the students do not see eye to
eye on this particular issue.

The Liberal, official publication of
the Liberal Club, of which I was to
be the Editor-in-Chief, was turned
down for reasons of literary merit. The
Board of Trustees, which made t'hisgdecision, knew its position was not ten
able at the time it was taken, and has
The whole emphasis on organized recently* changed its stand to a con
sports is curiously out of focus. The stitutional point of order; the unfortu-

T h e political spotligh t o f the nation was turned on N ew H am p
shire last w eek when the first presidential primaries o f 1948 w ere
held.

A ll over the cou n try the elections w ere w atched for som e in

dication o f the course of national politics.

T o the Editor, (in answer to a frus
trated freshman girl’s letter).
Dear Miss “ Name Withheld” ,
I am writing in behalf of a number
of freshman boys whom you are com
pelled to eat with in the basement of
Commons.
On your behalf we Lave submitted a
petition to the Dean, along with a suf
ficient amount of money, to partition
part of Commons for your personal
use.
Each veteran and upperclassmen will
be allowed to dine there twice weekly
according to alphabetical order. This
rotation will aid you in becoming fa
miliar with each individual. By doing
so, the freshman boys will also profit;
as your presence in the basement was
only making the line longer. W e wish
you success and prosperity in your
quest for
“ MAN” .
Sincerely,
“ A Finger from the Handful”

In N ew H am pshire, p o 

litical activity was everyw here evident.
Y e t in this very state, in this very U niversity, this

supposed

training ground for future citizens, where students w h o did not un
derstand even the sim ple m echanics o f the prim ary election, to say
n othing of their significance and the reason for the widespread in
terest in them.
C ould anything be m ore a p p a llin g !

In this day when the form

o f govern m en t w e profess to defend is threatened, m any college stu
dents do not k n ow and have no active desire to find out h ow it works.
T h is statement is not based on idle thought, but on actual cases.
T h is U niversity, and every other college or university w hich
pretends to educate y o u n g people w ithout p rovid in g them with an
adequate understanding of the govern m en t they must support, is
com m ittin g an act approaching treason.

Man Hunt

LEFT, RIGHT

Curriculum Lag

It is betraying the ideals

o f a cou n try of free men.

F o r our govern m en t cannot function w ith 

out citizen participation.

A n d if that participation is not intelligent,

the govern m en t cannot be “ b y the p eople” ^nd continue to exist.

An

uninform ed electorate is the easiest means of ensuring the defeat of
our system of governm ent.

T h e im potrance o f this fact cannot be,

overem phasized.
Y e t now here am ong the m any requirem ents for graduation set
up b y the U niversity is there any provision m aking all students re
sponsible for a k n ow ledge of the govern m en t w hich

is inevitably

m ore and m ore a determ ining factor in their lives.
Isn ’t it a bit incon gru ou s to require students to m em orize the
facts con cern ing the love life o f the spirogyra or the location

of

K in g T u t’s tom b when they d on ’t understand the w orkin gs of their
ow n govern m en t?

’Tis S p rin g !
K eep a sharp eye on the calendar, for M arch 21 is the first day

nate bad publicity which has' since re
sulted could have been avoided by a of S p rin g!
closer liaison between Administration
N o, the robins have not com e back, nor has the crocus poked
and students. Dr. Rideout, who con
tributed an article, can hardly be ac its inquisitive head above the bountiful bosom of M other N atu re;
cused of bad grammar. Other stu
but the calendar says “ S prin g” ! So disregard the ice, and just ignore
dents, who are English majors, resent

the snow .

(continued on page 7)

Take a deep breath — ’T is S p rin g! '
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DURHAM

BULL

By George Haselton
A n oth er St. Patrick’s D ay has com e and gon e and with it the
last vestiges of the W in ter Sports season. T h e w ind up of the suc
cessful Freshm en T rack season with a 21-51 loss to N ortheastern
spelled finis to a rather bizzare season w hich saw Freshm en outdo
the varsity in every sport. T h e Frosh H ock ey Team w on six out
of nine w hile the V arsity Pucksters could only win four out of thir
teen. T he Frosh Cagers were the best team of all w inning all but
tw o gam es w hile the V arsity could only win five out of seventeen.
H ow ever, the V arsity track team got an even split in four games,
and one o f their defeats was to an undefeated T u fts aggregration.
H*

*

*

*

Clayton Lane
60 Men Report for UNH Cage Fans See Co-Captain
Signs with NY Yankees
Spring Track Season Concord Win Trophy
Over sixty men reported for Var
sity and Freshmen track last Monday,
at a meeting in the Field House. Dur
ing the course of the meeting Coach
Paul Sweet outlined the program for
the coming season and set forth his
general training policies. Most of the
veteran winter tracksters reported to
gether with many newcomers.
Training is to begin immediately as
there is only a relatively short period
for conditioning before the first meet
in April.
Temporarily the board track will be
used for runners and the facilities of
the field house will be shared with the
baseball team for the Field Event men.

A n d so n ow turn to thoughts of Spring — other than those of
love. H ank Swasey has put him self on the record as bein g op tim is
tic about the baseball team. T h e diam ond strutters had a perfect
season in 1946 on ly to fall apart last year until the very end of the
year when they suddenly found them selves and w on tw o of the final
three games. W ith the publication of the 18-game schedule, many Frosh Runners Lose Finale
potent teams eager to whip the daylights out of the Cats again, one To Northeastern Cubs
never can tell. If B ob H aller com es through on the m ound and the
The Frosh winter track team finished
outfield shapes up there will be the nucleus of a potent nine. A ll the its 1948 season anti-climatically last
infielders are veterans with plenty o f experience, even if they are Saturday by losing to the Northeastern
light hitters.
*

*

*

*

Paul S w eet’s Tracksters seem to have a g ood outlook. Reliable
Si D unklee w ho starred in W in ter T rack and skiing w ill lead the
field to the post in the tw o-m ile. V ern H all will be back at the mile
and other distance runners o f fame will be R od W e b b and A llen
K eeper in the half-mile, and B ob W ilson also in the tw o-m ile with
Si. E d Styrna will throw the H am m er and Javelin around and A rt
Johnson should shine in the shot put, tw o im portant field events.
T h e loss of B oo M orcom w ill be extrem ely heavy though. Its d oubt
ful whether U N H w ill ever com e up with another like him.
*

*

*

*

T he confusion over Clayton Lane has been finally cleared up.
A n article in a B oston paper had him signing with the Pittsburgh
Steelers, but it was the N ew Y o rk Yankees o f the A ll-A m erica C on
ference that finally nailed him for a handsom e sum.

UNH Frosh Tracksters Swamp
Dover High School Aggregation
By Gordon Barnard
The freshman winter track team
added another meet to its win column
by defeating Dover High School in
a dual meet held at Durham March 10,
by a score of 52-20.
Six first places in this eight-event
meet were distributed evenly among
the New Hampshirites while Dover
collected only two.
Heavy work for the Kittens was
done by Henry Langevin who took
first place in the 45-yard low hurdles,
a second in the 300-yard run and tied
for third in the high jump for a total
of eight and one-half points. Closely
following him for scoring honors, with
eight points, was Forrest of New
Hampshire who took first in the 300yard run and second in the 50-yard
clash.
Don Chapman perpetuated his win
ning streak in the 1000-yard run by
again placing first. (Don has won
every race in which he has participated
this winter.)
In the mile Phil Neugebauer took
over once more with Carl Quimby
following him in second position. Phil
has placed first in every race except
one thus far.
Hugo Riciputi collected a first place
in the twelve-pound shot event with
a heave of 45 feet 5Y2 inches. A con
sistent first place getter, Hugo has
missed only once this season.
Skelly of New Hampshire took first
in 50-yard dash to round out the
firsts for the Kittens.
Seconds for New Hampshire were
gathered by Gourley in the 300, Tufts
in the 1000, and Walker in the shot.
Thirds for the frosh went to Walker
in the 50, Hall in the 300 and Fiske
who tied with Langevin in the high
jump.

Summaries
50-yard dash, 1 Skelly (N .H .), 2
Forrest (NJH.), 3 Walker (N .H .),
time 5.9 sec.; 300-yard run, 1 Forrest
(N .H .), 2 Langevin (N .H .), 3 Hall
(N .H .), time 36.2 sec.; 600-yard run,
1 Casewell (D ), 2 Gourley (N .H .), 3
Hauselien (D ), time 1 min. 23.5 sec;
1000-yard run, 1 Chapman (N .H .), 2
Tufts (N .H .), 3 Firth (D ), time 2
min. 31.3 sec.; mile run, 1 Neugebauer
(N .H .), 2 Quimby (N .H .), 3 Brown
(D ), time 4 min. 53.5 sec.; 45-yard
low hurdles, 1 Langevin (N .H .), 2
Casewell (D ), 3 Hall (N .H .), time
6.1 sec.; 12 lb. shot, 1 Riciputi (N .H .),
2 Walker (N .H .), 3 Vennison (D ),
distance 45 feet 5^4 inches; high jump,
1 Ayer (D ), 2 Vennison (D ), 3 tie
Langevin (N .H .), Fiske (N .H .).
The other day we noticed a rather
comely lady come up to one of our
more absent-minded professors and
greet him with the comment: “ I won
der if you remember me? Years ago
you asked me to marry you.”
His rather typical reply: “ Ah, yes,
yes. And did you?”
Life is hard,
By the yard;
But by the inch,
Life’s a cinch.
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Scientists such as Dr. C ondon and other loyal A m ericans are bein g

and A m erica’ s Secret P olice, the F.B .I.
Ellis Island is b ein g turned into a concentration camp fo r P O L I T I 

3.
trol.

BORDER FEUD

O ur schools are haunted by fears of investigation and thought con 

Laculties and student bodies do not dare to speak out.

Suppression of

If you think these issues m erit discussion and action, join the campus
organization for the preservation of our basic rights T H E L IB E R A L CLU B.
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Eyes examined, prescriptions
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A statesman is a politician who is
held on a straight course by equal
pressure from all sides.
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ROBERT P. ALIE
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student expression is g r o w in g ! !

Exeter $3.00

Manchester $7.00

A light purse is a heavy curse.

March 19-20

also

Portsmouth $3.00

NCTES

UNH Basketball in Review
In a fast and furious game with
Colby Junior on March 15, the UNH
girls’ basketball team waved goodbye
to their last All-Star game of the sea
son. Although the Cats led at the
half Colby Junior spurted ahead with
new energy and the outstanding shots
of Sally Randall who scored 32 of the
Collby points. Final score read: Col
by 40 UNH 36.
Our team also lost to Jackson on
March 9th down at the huge floor at
Medford, Mass., home of Tufts Col
lege. The score rad 27-19 against us.
Field shots fell short of their goal
and many more passes than expected
were needed to move the ball down
to the basket. Marty Brazier, who
made 11 baskets in 13 minutes against
Nasson, had to come out of the game
with a face injury. Earlier in the
quarter Captain Stepanian found, to
her surprise, that she has broken a
finger.
UNH downed Nasson 37-17 on
their pint-sized floor where the Cats
made baskets much more easily.
The season’s outstanding forwards
were Brazier, Abbot and Duncan, with
Hanson, Sheehy, Messer and Wilson
as the strong supporting guards. A l
so supporting the team were: MacLaughlin, Stepanian, and Sanderson
as forwards and Quinn and Martin at
the guard positions. With a majority
of
upperclassmen,
Coach
Evelyn
Brown predicts that with this year’s
experience next year’s squad will
show more strength.

Thousands
of
UNH
students’
hopes were high last week as their
high school alma maters squared off
to play the N. H. State Basketball
Tournament for Secondary Schools.
UNHer’s who graduated from Con
cord, Nashua, Berlin, Central, D o
ver, Spaulding, and Cathedral poured
into Manchester State Armory to
watch their home teams do or die for
the 1948 Class A Championship last
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Concord came through for their
first Class A Championship in history
by downing Berlin 31-24, and filling
the hearts of Concord partisans with
joy and gladness. The classy basket
ball of Concord’s All-Stater, “ Happy”
Simpson, was the driving force needed
to topple Berlin, the final contender.
Simpson was the outstanding star of
the tournament, and his work ranked
with that of Tommy Hardiman, the
star of the 1947 affair. The dreamers
among the sporting gentry from UNH
could not help but conjecture what
Concord could have done with Hardi
man and Simpson on the same team.
The biggest upset of the tournament
came when an inspired Berlin Moun
taineer team downed the tournament
favorite, St. Joseph of Manchester by
the score of 33-31.
The All-State team, selected by the
N. H. sportswriters, was well-chosen,
consisting of Co-captains “ Happy”
Simpson (Concord) and Rob Labnon
(Berlin), Ray Labnon (Berlin), Clay
ton ‘Stenberg (Berlin), Willie Shea
(St. Joseph) and Williard Reade (Con
cord). Shea, who played a bang-up
game as when Cathedral beat Nashua
28-25 to take Consolation slot, is the
All-State utility.
The proceeds from the Tournament
are distributed among the competing
schools to be used in support of non
profit sports such as skiing, swim
ming, and track.

C A L P R IS O N E R S w h o are denied bail and habeas corpus.

Tel. 165

Dover $1.00

W CA

DOVER, N. H.

Fri.-Sat.

DURHAM TAXI

Freshmen 21-51. Northeastern domi
nated the eight-event meet through
out, taking six firsts, five seconds and
six thirds.
Chapman and Riciputi provided
New Hampshire’s two firsts in the
1000-yard run and the shot respective
ly. For Chapman this completes a
perfect season while Riciputi failed to
take first only once.
Seconds for New Hampshire were
taken by Gourley in the 600, Neughebauer in the mile and Langevin in the
45-yard high hurdles. Tufts placed
third in the 1000 and Langevin took
third in the 300 to complete the scor
ing positions for New Hampshire.

By Leo Redfern

After much dickering with many
Professional Football clubs Clayton
Lane, West Chesterfield star, signed a
contract to play with the New York
Yankees of the All-America Confer
ence, not the Pittsburgh Steelers
which had been erroneously reported
previously.
Clayt was co-captain of last year’s
Glass Bowl entry and also a member
of the undefeated team in 1942. In
fact he has been on the short end of
only one football score in the four
seasons that he played. That was the
1946 loss to Springfield.
He used up his football eligibility
last year although he won’t graduate
until next June.

Meetings are held on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays of the month at 7 p.m.
in the Trophy Room at Commons.
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Phi Delta II Wins 1st
Coed Sports Activity
In WRA Volleyball
Phi Delta Upsilon won a decisive
victory over Lambda Chi last Thurs
day to become Campus Champ in the
Volley Ball Tournament under W R A
sponsorship. PD U ran up a point to
tal of ,37 to a mere 16 for the losers,
but the game was much closer than
the score implied and enjoyed by all
those present. Each team consisted
of six couples and in all fairness to
the women they did help. The men
made most of the points but the fe
males set up a lot of plays.
This tournament was the first of its
kind and under the direction of Con
nie Garbutt. Miss Marion C. Beck
with, Director of W omen’s Physical

|Education, devoted considerable time
! to this tournament and other recreaj tional outlets in Durham for the stui dent body as a whole. The volley ball
tournament just completed gave elev
en men’s houses on campus the oppor
tunity to play in a mixed tournament
for the first time in UNH history. This
attempt has proved so successful that
more activities of the same kind will
be offered in the Spring. After va
cation there will be a Co-recreational
Softball Tournament with five couples
per house. The only catch is that
girl’s rules will be employed and there
will be lady umpires! (Yipe!)
The
encounters will be run off between
7:00 and 8:00 p.m. at Memorial Field.
Connie Garbutt and Elly Pierce will
also sponsor a Mixed Doubles Tennis
Tournament. Sign up sheets will be
posted in men’s houses and a coed
partner is not required. If necssary
the W R A will supply the female,
(continued on page 8)

Andrea J. LaRochelle
Jeweler
Formerly E. R. McClintock

GRANITE STATE LAUNDRY
5 East Street

Tel. 2120 D over, N. H.

CASH AND

CARRY

15%

DISCOUNT

shirts, flat work, and finished bundles

PICK-UP

AND

U N H Baseball A g g re g a tio n Faces
D ifficu lt E ig h te e n G a m e S chedule

Last week the official University of
New Hampshire baseball schedule
was announced and the
diamond
strutters will be very busy next month
and in May as 18 games are booked.
This is an increase of four contests
over last year.' The 1947 team won
four, dropped seven and had three
rained out.
Newcomers to the Cat schedule are
the Colby Mules, Bates, Upsala and
Bowdoin. In addition there will be
home and home affairs with Rhode
Island and
Maine. ‘ Last year’s
doubles with Connecticut, Northeast
ern and Boston College also will be
repeated. Tufts, who slammed the
Cats 8-2 last year, and the BU Ter
rier will be dropped. Last year Haller
broke a five game losing streak by
I taming the Terriers 3-1 here at Dur
I ham.
i

Watchmaking, Engraving, and Jewelry Repairing
Dover, N. H.
Rochester, N. H.

DELIVERY

tuesday and friday

Swasey Optimistic
As to the chances of the Cats
I
J against the mass of teams they will
oppose, Swasey had this to say:
“ W e’ll do better than iast year.”
It seems he might be right although
after an undefeated team in 1946 he
tumbled down last year with prac
tically the same crew, It seems like
the weak^spots will be pitching and
the outfield. Veteran Fred White has
graduated and although 13 candidates
turned out for the mound slots, it
will be extremely difficult to fill his
shoes.
Art Haller who turned in
half of the Cat Victories last year is
back, and if he can come through will
be the mainstay of the squad. Gil

Rubber accelerators lead the way
to new agricultural fungicides
Vulcanization accelerators for rubber
and agricultural fungicides would seem
to have little in common. But the wide
variety of interests of men in the Du
Pont organization sometimes result in
outstanding developments from such
apparently unrelated products.
A rubber chemist suggested to a plant
pathologist that derivatives of dithiocarbamic acid, N H 2-C(S)SH, parent
substance of a well-known group of rubberaccelerators, be tested as insecticides.
His suggestion was based on the possi
bility that sulfur combined in this form
might be more effective than free sulfur,
a recognized insecticide.
Entomologists and plant pathologists
investigated the fungicidal as well as
the insecticidal properties of this
group. One of the first compounds test
ed, sodium dimethyldithiocarbamate,
(CH3)2N-C(S)SNa, even in dilutions
of 1:30,000, was found to be a powerful
fungicide, but somewhat injurious to
plant life.
This led to a systematic program of
research including other metallic salts,
the ethyl, propyl, butyl, phenyl, and
other aryl derivatives of the dithiocarbamates and thiuram mono- and di
sulfides, and the related compounds
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made from ethylenediamine and morpholine. In this phase of the work, or
ganic chemists played an important
role by suggesting various derivatives
and preparing them for tests. Later, in
cases where proper dispersion and ad
herence of the compounds to plants were
important, the skill of physical chemists
was called upon.
In general, the compounds of greater
chemical stability were found to be less
effective. Fungicidal efficiency dimin
ished with increase in size of alkyl radi
cal, and as aryl radicals were substituted
for alkyl. Thus the unusual situation
developed that with the exception of
the bisethylene (dithiocarbamates), the
first and simplest products tested, the
methyl derivatives, proved to be the
best fungicides.
Iron and zinc dimethyldithiocarbamates, (C H 3) 2N C (S )-S -M -S -(S )C N
(CH3)2, are now sold as "Fermate” fun
gicide and "Zerlate” fungicide respec
tively, for control of fungous diseases of
many fruit and vegetable crops, to
bacco, flowers and other ornamentals.
Zinc ethylenebis (dithiocarbamate),
Zn(-SC (S )N H C H 2CH 2N H (S) C S -),
marketed as "Parzate” fungicide, has
specific action in the control of late

Field testing of promising fungicides, including “ Parzate" formulations, for control of tomato late blight.

Standish who failed to win a game
last year will be around to try again.
One of the most promising comers is
Joe Beaudin, another senior, who
pitched excellent relief ball last year
especially
against the
Springfield
Gymnasts.
That takes care of the big three,
and with ten other candidates to choose
from, a fourth regular should be
found. Looking over the list we find
George Olsen and Hal Larrabee up
from the J.V. both of whom toss right
handed. Warren Henderson, Vinnie
Dunn, and Carmen Ragonese are other
new comers. If Carmen can do as
well playing baseball as he did on the
gridiron, then Hank’s mound worries
are solved.
Infield Solid
The infield seems to be pretty solid
with Hal Bur-by and Art Massucco be
hind the plate, Dave McCullough on
first, Bob Francoeur on second, Soc
Bobotas at short and Gus DiRubio at
third. All of these boys are expert
fielders, but with the exception of B o
botas, are very light hitters. If they
are not careful some slugging new
comer will steal their jobs away.

Last Year’s Record
Taking a closer look at the results
last year we find that the Cats got off
to a bad start at Storrs, Conn. when
the Uconns, behind Chapin, dumped
the Cats 5-2 after the Rhode Island
affair was rained out. Later in the
season Connecticut made it a sweep
by winning behind the same Chapin
at Durham to the tune of 4 to 1. They
only made four hits in that affair.
The Cats split with the Northeastern
Huskies winning an 11-inning affair
when Art Massucco hit a triple to
bring home the first win 5-4. Then
followed a long victoryless famine
which included a 7-2 loss at Durham.
The Huskies won the game early by
getting five runs in a big second
inning.
The Wildcats split with the Bos
ton College Eagles also. Down at
Boston the home club scored four of
their five runs in the first two frames
and went on to beat Gil Standish 5-3
despite a game rally in the ninth that
fell two runs short. In the finale at
Durham Fred White won for the sec
ond time when he took the Eagles in
to camp 7-4. A four run fifth spelled
the difference, but many times it
looked like the BC bats would finish
White off. Every time he tottered
though, he gamely fought back and
got out of jams.

In the outfield Swasey will have
plenty of headaches as Massucco and
Burby, alternating behind the plate
and in the pasture lands, are the only
Maine Beats Cats
regulars so far. Leo Dupont, Bill
In the only encounter with Maine
Fortier and big Sam Clark have long Preble tripped UNH 6-2 at Brackett
since received their diplomas and de Field. The game was a tight pitch
parted.
er’s affair until a big Bear rally busted
it wide open in the eighth.
The brightest victory of the cam
paign was an 8-5 slugfest against the
Dartmouth Indians. Before a lusty (?)
crowd of ten people in the dismal fog
and rain at Durham the home team
really went to work on the upstaters.
A five run fifth that saw the whole
lineup explode busted a 1-1 tie and
Fred White was able to withstand a
home run to stagger through to his
first win in a seven-inning encounter,
(continued on page 8)

B. L. R ich ard s, Jr. P h .D ., Corn ell *44, a n d A . H.
G o ddin , M .S., U niv ersity of W est V irg in ia *32,
test efficiency of “ P arzate” fu ngicid e in control
of tomato late blight and bean rust. Equipm ent
is sp e cially designed laborato ry sp ra y cham b er.

blight on potatoes and tomatoes. Tetramethylthiuram disulfide, (CH3)2NC
(S)-S-S-C(S)N(CH3)2, is used in two
compositions, as "Arasan” disinfectant
for seeds and "Tersan” fungicide for
turf diseases.
Overall, the derivatives of these
groups of compounds proved to be out
standing as fungicides, rather than as
insecticides. Although a marked degree
of specificity for different pests was
characteristic of the members of this
series, it is interesting to note that all
three were highly effective. This work
offers still another example of how the
breadth of interest in a company like
Du Pont can lead to worthwhile de
velopments.

Fri.-Sat.

March 19-20

YOU W ERE M EANT
FOR ME
Jeanne Crain and Dan Dailey

Sun.-Wed.

March 21-24

HIGH WALL
Robert Taylor and Audrey Totter

Questions College Men ask
about working with Du Pont

What are the opportunities
for research men?
Men qualified for fundamental or applied re
search are offered unusual opportunities in
facilities and funds. Investigations in the
fields o f organic, inorganic and physical
chemistry, biology, parasitology, plant path
ology and engineering suggest the wide range
of activities. Write for booklet, "The Du
Pont Company and the College Graduate,”
2521-A Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,
Delaware.

STATE THEATRE
DOVER, N. H.
Fri.-Sat.

March 19-20

COLORADO SUNSET
Gene Autry
also

LITTLE
MISS BROADWAY
Jean Porter and John Shelton
Sun.-Tues.

m

m
T H IN G S

FO R

...THRO UG H

BETTER

21-23

W HEN THE DALTONS
RODE

REG. U .S. PAT.OFF

BETTER

March

L IV IN G

Randolph Scott and Kay Francis

CHEMISTRY

Wed.-Thurs.
M ore facts about Du Pont— Listen to " Cavalcade
o f America,” Mondays, 8 P .M ., E S T on N B C

March 24-25

THE MACOMBER
AFFAIR
Gregory Peck and Joan Bennet
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The Impartial Ham and Welsh New Orleans Forum
Rahhit at Wild Goose Egg Chase Assays Pol. Attitude
By Leo A. Senneville
Mr. Ham, who came from a long
line of smoked out porkers, believed
in conforming to the traditional sea
sonal eccentricities. He was quite a
conservative in a hedonistic sort of
way.
Among his friends, there was a
young Welsh rabbit called Bugs. He
was, as all Welsh rabbits were, through
the mtdium of his magnetic (Electro
lux) ears, a connoisseur of all the
sounds reproduced. A sharp dresser
always, he sported all the new styles
including the New Look which he
reads as he strolled along the slopping
hills and footpaths.
Both these lads had been invited to
the local festivities. The climax of the
holiday’s agenda was that great insti
tution of all Easter Sunday, T H E
W IL D GO O SE EGG CHASE.
Bright and early that fateful day the
two collaborationists (since they had
signed a pact of mutual assistance) met
at that thriving nucleus of activities,
The Women Porker’s Temperance So
ciety Chapter House JNo. 302 (known
affectionately as W.P.T.S.Ch.H. No.
302). After a brief walk they arrived
at the grounds where these sleuths ex
pected to match their wits with all the
other W IL D GO O SE EGG CHASE
enthusiasts.
This scenic piece of real estate con
tributed heavily to the community’s
natural enhancement. It was briefly,
geometrically perfect in its dimen
sions. Its landscape consisted of a
series of stepped sand dunes wonder
fully strewn with poison ivy sprouts
which were carefully hidden by
miriads of wild raspberry bushes. One
could almost walk through it, if one
had two other loyal souls carrying you
all the way.

The chase started promptly as our
heroes arrived. The W IL D GO OSE
EGG, which carefully resembled the
e g g ’of wild geese, was clutifully well
hidden in the scenic grove. At the
signal 150' participants bound out in
a mad race which was strangely remi
niscent of a sightseeing family of tur
tles out on tour. This motley crew
consisted of the metropolitan’s lead
ing citizens with their associates from
across the footpath, the sharks of the
pocket billiard tables.
Ham and Bugs, who were faithful
devotees to Sam Spade, knew exactly
where to look it seemed. They headed
in a N N W direction. They spread
out in an even skirmish line with Ham
in the lead. Ham sent out a very high
pitch sound wave which when it hit
the hidden W IL D
GO OSE
EGG
would rebound straight back to Bug’s
magical ear. After a series of tries
and compensating corrections on their
directions, they located the egg.
Rushing back to the judges of the
contest, they handed them the W IL D
GO OSE EGG. The judges declared
them disqualified. It seems that the
sound waves had cooked the W IL D
GO OSE EGG into the Hardboiled
W ild Goose Egg variety. W ell folks,
this is how the H A R D B O IL E D EGG
was invented.

An international poll result to be
discussed at the New Orleans Time
Forum, April 14-17 to ascertain the
influence of education on political at
titudes and predictions is to be meas
ured by a world survey conducted in
11 countries.

ent conflict between Russia and
America, and to predict which side
they would be on 20 years from now.
Survey results will also chart indivi
dual estimates of the existence and
relative importance of political, eco
nomic and civil rights in the various
nations.
The Survey seeks to define specific
areas of disagreement among the west
ern nations. Mr. Linen, publisher of
Time said, “ World-known speakers
from Europe and the Americas will
meet in New Orleans in April, and will
discuss the survey findings in an ef
fort to reduce misunderstandings which
bar full cooperation and progress.”

College Road News
By Joyce Whedon
College Road Residents Organization
A meeting was held last week in
which a new representative committee,
consisting of Leavitt, the new presi
dent, Vadeboncoeur, Huntley, Graham,
and Provencher was chosen. Also the
new constitution was adopted at this
meeting.

Survey of Attitudes
The polling, which has just been
completed, was conducted by Elmo
FINE FURNITURE
Roper in the U. S., and by eight other
research
organizations in Britain,
FOR OVER 50 YEARS
France, Italy, Sweden, Switzerland,
Serving Dover and Durham
All are not hunters that blow the
Germany, Brazil, Mexico and Canada.
Tabulation of answers is now under horn.
way, and results will be published in
the April 12, issue of Time.
FOLLANSBEE’S
Survey questions concern the differ
ences existing among nations outside
Q u ick and C ourteous
421 Central Ave.
the
Russian
sphere.
Interviewers
Service
sought answers from people of all edu
Tel. 70
Durham, N. H.
Main St.
cational and economic levels in the 11
countries. Attitudes toward the Mar
shall Plan and individual reasons for
favoring or opposing it were polled,
THE BEST COFFEE
TOWN! !
with a notation of the formal schooling
of each person interviewed. Respond
ents were asked to estimate the chances
of the United Nations to mantain
O pen from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m.
peace, and were called upon to evaluate
Tom Polumbo and Lee MacKay
concepts of a “ United States of Eu
rope” and a “ United States of the
Meal Tickets Available
W orld” .
Survey Results •
* $5.50 for $5.00
People in the 10 countries under sur
Durham, N . H .
Main Street
vey were asked which side they be
lieved >was gaining ground in the pres

E. MORRILL
Furniture Co.
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Meet Your Prof
By Bill Merrill
In answer to my knock on the door
of Apartment H-2, College Road, I
was greeted by congenial and witty
Mr. Leo Stoller. When I told him of
my mission, to interview him, he turn
ed and called to his wife Mrs. Con
stance Stoller for support.
Now don’t get the idea that Mr.
Stoller needs help from anyone when it
comes to an interview; the reason he
called her was to get^her in the inter
view too. It doesn’t haf^en very of
ten that you find two capable instruc
tors in the same family. Mr. Stoller is
in the English department and Mrs.
Stoller is in the Chemistry lab.
Mr. Stoller is a graduate of City
College of New York, his home city,
with a B.S. He later did graduate
work at Columbia and received his
M.A. This isn’t the only member of
the family who has a degree; Mrs.
Stoller is a graduate of Hunter Col
lege with a B.A.

THE

NEWEST,

MOST THRILLING

I N C L U D I N G T O P S T A R S F R O M THE C O L L E G E S . . .
/

“PHILIP MORRIS NIGHT
HORACE HEIDT”
WITH

• Every Sunday Night Over NBC, P h ilip M o r r is

Mr. Stoller spent three years in the
southwest Pacific, courtesy o f the U.S
Army. He was in Australia, New
Guinea, and the Philippine Islands.
While in the army he had a little news
paper experience, putting out his unit s
paper.
Mr. Stoller had an extra reason to
be happy when V-J day arrived; it
meant that soon he would return home
to a very important event, his wedding.
After two years they still think married
life is wonderful.
He has one suggestion to offer to
The New Hampshire. Quote: “ T o go
with paper clips 1-2, The New Hamp
shire should institute a course called
“ Sentence Structure 1-2” . (W e will
need an instructor for the course Mr.
Stoller.)

tomorrow. Performers from all over the country
. . . including the top talent picked from the
colleges! Music, drama, thrilling entertainment...
weekly prizes of $250 . . . and to the winner of the
year —movie and radio contracts, plus a grand
prize of $5000 in cash!
For perfect listening, make a date for
Sunday night and hear the stars of tomorrow with
P h ilip M o r r is ! And

for perfect smoking... today,

tomorrow, always,..light up a P h il ip M o r r is ,
America’s FINEST Ggarette!

The Missus

All joking aside, they are a very
nice couple to know even when you
are not a student of theirs.

in a search for the great stars of

F in d s A S t a r

Army Service

So far everything I ’ve written has
been about Mr. Stoller and I have ne
glected his wife. She is a very ener
getic and humorous person. She told
me of the time one of her students
brought her an apple, hoping for a bet
ter mark no doubt, and it turned out
to have a worm in it. (H e should have
concentrated on his Chemistry instead
of trying horticulture.)

TALENT* HUNT IN A M E R I C A

OVER
WITH US EVERY SUNDAY
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UNTIL THEN
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To the Editor:
(continued from page 3)
the implication that they have not
learned how to write. Here again is
another measure of the inability of
part of the governing body of the Uni
versity to understand or sympathize
with the needs of the student body.
As the Lambda Pi observor of the
tentative committee working on be
half 'o f the Student Conference on
W orld Student Conference held on
campus last year, I was in a position
to note at first hand the manner in
which the stu'dents tried to organize a
worth-while project, and in Which
their efforts were sabotaged directly
by people in T-Hall. A group of cam
pus clubs could not run the conference,
the students were told, though exact
ly why remained nebulous; one or
ganization only should manage the af-

fair. When finally the International
Relations Club announced its willing
ness to undertake the responsibility
for the Conference, necessary week
end dates were all taken, and the Con
ference plans fell through. This de
spite the interest of organizations as
diverse and as representative of stu
dent opinion as Newman Club, Can
terbury Club, American Veterans
Committee, Hillel Club, Liberal Club,
International Relations Club, and Stu
dent Christian Movement.

Drama Festival Contests
Bring Crews to Durham
Manchester Central, Spaulding of
Rochester, Portsmouth, and Manches
ter, W est are bringing production
crews to Durham to compete in the
18th annual N. H. Drama Festival, to
be held here Saturday at 2:15 and 7:30
before local audiences.
Two of the one-act plays will be
chosen to represent New Hampshire in
the New England Drama Festival held
at Westbrook Junior College, W est
brook, Maine, on April 30 and May
1.
Manchester Central present Essex
Dane’s “ Dark Light” ; Spaulding’ s en
try is “ The Flattering W ord”, by
George Kelley. Marion Holbrook’s
“ Make W ay for Rodney” is offered by
Manchester West, and Portsmouth
presents the 2nd act of “ You Can’t
Take It With Y ou” .

SENIO RS!

Music Forum Features
Work of Local Composer
The third in the series of Contempo
rary Music Forum concerts will fea
ture three preludes for piano, written
by Duane Whitties, a UN H student.
Daniel Heartz will be the pianist.
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The other selections will be Soudades du Brazil by Milhaud, Tintagel
by Bax and Bachianas Brasileiras by
Villa-Lobos.
The concert is scheduled for Tues
day, March 30. The Forum concerts
are open to the public and all persons
in te r e s te d are c o r d ia lly in v it e d to at
tend.
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In Spring a Young
Man’s Fancy
Turns to Thoughts
of
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W hat’s back off that nam e
for YO U ?
Back o f the name Western Electric are 130,000 men and
women who help make your Bell Telephone service the
world’s best— ax the lowest possible cost.
Where are they? What do they do?
They’re in factories in 18 cities, making vast amounts o f
telephone equipment designed by their teammates at Bell

Convertibles -

We, have a large assortment of New
and Used Convertibles and Sedans
Such as
48-Ford Club Conv. Fully Equ.
47-Ford Clb. Cpe. Conv. - like new
47-Chrysler Town and Country
42-Packard 160 Conv.
42-Plymouth DeLuxe Conv.
41-Ford Conv. - A Beauty
48-C'hev. Station W agon - All
Equipped - Brand New

S ixty-F ive others to
ch oose from
Term s to Suit Y o u r B udget
H igh est prices paid for
you r car
I
O pen evenings for yo u r
I
convenience
|
Sundays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. I

EASTLAND

Telephone Laboratories.
They’re all over the map, buying all kinds o f Bell System

Motor Sales, Inc.
51 So. Main St.
and
80-82 So. Main St.
Rochester, N. H.

supplies from other manufacturers.
They’re at 29 distributing houses, filling orders frgm
Bell Telephone companies for apparatus and supplies.

Soliloquy was a most striking and un
usual piece of writing. Eric , Linnel
did a fine job on the flute passages.
By Richard W . Weissblatt
“ Buck” Johnston’s First Impression
was written in his usual melodic style,
PROGRAM
N ov ellette, N o. 2, in D
Schum ann while Mood Seductive was a sure-fire
Chrom atic Fantasy a n d Fugue
Bach
number that should be a sensation
Sonata op . 14, N o. 1, in E M a jor
B e eth o v e n
N ig h tp iece, op . 22
Valen
when performed by an orchestra. Bet
P etite Chanson
H eureuse
B acker-G randahl
ty Cotton’s arrangement of one of
Song o f R evolt
T he Last L u llab ye
H arald S aeverud
Houseman’s poems made a lovely song.
P urp le Gentian
Invention
D an iel H eartz
Miss Majchrzak gave' a sympathetic
Gigue
K a th erin e C otton
rendition of this song.
First Im pression
A lb e r t Johnston
M ood S edu ctive
A lb e r t Johnston
Bartok’s ultra-modern work and
S olilo q u y for flute and
p iano
D an iel H eartz
Chopin’s popular Polonaise Militaire
“ W ith R ue M y Heart
is L ad en ”
K a th erin e C otton
A lleg ro B arbaro
B a rtok
provided a striking contrast for the
P olon a ise M ilitaire
Chopin
Mr. Steele’s informal piano recital conclusion of the program. Bartok’s
last Sunday was further proof that he work was written in a ibrutal manner
is a thorough musician in every re .that seems to convey some of the
spect. It is certainly a great accom hardness found in the contemporary
plishment to be able to present a pro scene today.
A fine precedent was set for future
gram ranging from Bach to Bartok and
student compositions and it is to be
do it full justice.
The opening group consisted of hoped that this will become a frequent
works that are familiar to all concert- 'fhappening. It is a genuine pleasure
goers. However, Mr. Steele brought to hear a concert such as this. W ould
out all the richness and beauty in that there were more of them.

Key Signature

Progressive Citizens of America,
admittedly a political organization aim
ing for the election of Henry Wallace,
is currently meeting in the Community
Church'. W hy this should be so when
Young Republican and the W om en’s
League of Voters, also avowdly politi
cal organizations, though not pushing
special candidates, are meeting on cam
pus, remains indeterminate at the pres
ent moment. If one club has the right,
others should have it too. If no club
has the right, none should have spe
lack of space these will have to do. The
cial privileges.
Administration finds itself frequently
Commons also has been suffering baffled by the unpopularity of some of
much abuse. A recent letter to this its decisions. The, students find them
newspaper has presented the view of selves frequently near the boiling point
the Administration, which evidently is about minor issues, which would not be
Tom Cotter, President, Class of aware of the fact that the weekend the case if proper, well-informed ac
meals on the tickets of Freshmen of
tion were taken in time. Right now
1948, says: Please order your cap and ten go to waste because the privilege
nobody seems willing to undertake
of u^ing the tickets is non-transfer- such action. Skulls and Blue Key are
gown at once. Deadline is March 18.
rable. Yet simple awareness is not both paper-weight organizations, and
enough when students continue to re do not contribute much to actual stu
at
sent and complain about the practice. dent government. It is the opinion of
The gripes of students concerning the some people actually in them that pre
< s7 7
food should have been channeled a
requisite for admission is the organiz
long time before this, that the proper ing and running of a socal function,
BRAD
M c lN T I R E
authorities should hear about them.
sucih as a dance. Yet since they are
D u r h a m , N e w H a m p s h ir e
The dietitians have plenty of troubles
the leading male honorary societies on
as it is; let them also be heard.
campus, they should be doing more
This letter is not a collection of for the students than they are. As for
random buck-shot; there are other in Student Council, some professors con
stances which might be cited, but for sider it practically defunct as far as ac-
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M ore than 31,000 o f them are in mobile crews installing

them. The Beethoven Sonata was
particularly delightful, having all the
charming melodies and harmonies that
are associated with this composer. A l
though I am not particularly fond of
Bach,' Mr. Steele makes these pieces
more interesting than most pianists
that I fiave heard.
The Second groufi of six modern
Norwegian numbers was prefaced by
some background information given
by Erling Finne, who brought these
works to Mr. Steele from Norway. The
outstanding selections in this group
were Nightpiece, an atonal expression
of mood that was very interesting and
Song of Revolt, a powerful composi
tion that starts out with a simple onenote melody and works up to a magnificant dissonant climax somewhat in
t'he manner of Prokofieff.
As I wrote last week, the feature of
the recital was the performance of stu
dent compositions for the first time
in the history of UNH. Much
credit is due both to the students who
wrote the music and Mr. Steele for
performing them. From the response
of the audience, I would* say that all
the pieces were very successful. Betty
Cotton’s Gigue and Daniel Heartz’s
Invention were excellent exercises in
counterpoint,
while
Mr.
Heartz’s
tual student government goes; the,,ex
ception proved the rule when W oodie
Fraser managed to invite (over the ob
jections of many people who would
resent the issue being called one of free
speech) Henry Wallace to speak here
in Durham. Nor should t’he American
Association of University Professors
have to appoint a fact-finding commit
tee on the issue of the Liberal Club
magazine; the matter should more
properly be presented through student
government media.
I propose that the Student Council
be activated. W e should know the
Administration (both Board of Trus
tees and faculty) viewpoint on various
issues as they come up. W e should
have organized campaigns on specific
points in the elections for posts in Stu
dent Government. W e should not
have half-hearted, minority-active vot
ing as we have had in the past, and we
shall not have it if the students know
what the elections are all about. For
instance, what is this whole business
on National Students Association?
W hy don’t students know more about
our possible joining-up with N.S.A.?
What are the facts involved?
Student Council is not doing its job,
nor is the Administration going out
of its way to encourage student expres
sion, nor to explain at length the rea
sons for acting as it does. The situa
tion is regrettable, but not irremedi
able. Something can he done. T oo
many students and professors alike are
saying, “ W e may 'have student gov
ernment at the University of New
Hampshire, but where is it?”
Sincerely yours,
Hal O r|l

intricate central office switchboards and equipment.
In doing this huge job — one o f the most com plex in
industry—Western Electric people are contributing daily to
the efficiency and econom y o f your Bell Telephone service.

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE 1882
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Admits M en and Women

R e g is t r a t io n
Day and Evening Programs — September 13 to 15, 1948
Early application is necessary
Veterans accepted under G . I. Bills

47 MT. VERNON STREET

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

T elephone KEnm ore 6-5800

The Cats Meow By Carl Siembab
There '.have been some rumors go
ing on about campus to the effect
that there will be a raise in the Stu
dent Activities tax. Doesn’t sound so
good, does it? And there have also
been rumors going about that the con
cert and lecture series will be included
under the activities tax. That doesn’t
sound too good, either. That is unless
the quality of the concerts and lectures
will be of a higher caliber then the in
crease of the activities tax and the in-?
elusion of the concerts and lectures
might be justified.
For this reason the question, “Do
you think that the concert and lecture
series should be included under the
Student Activities Tax?” was present
ed to the students. The majority of
the students are in favor of including
the series under the activities tax but
with some limitations. Several pro
posed that the tax be increased in or
der to raise more money in order to
acquire a better grade of performers
and lecturers. That could be and then
again it could not be. Sometimes mon
ey is spent for reasons other than the
ones it was intended for in the first
place.
And ndw for the individual replies:
John Belcher, West, ’48, L.A.— “ No,
not if it means an increase in the tax
because there aren’t enough people in
terested in it.”
(I can believe that
too.)
James*'. Devolites, Englhardt, ’51,
Tech— “ Yes, because concerts and lec
tures are part of the students’ activi
ties on campus and should be included
for people who cannot pay for the in
dividual concerts and lectures. Since
the tax will include the price of ad
mission I think it wi’ l be of advantage
to all students.”
Arthur Alexion, Gibbs, ’51, Tech.—
“ Yes, because more students will be
able to take advantage of the concerts
and lectures.”
Rodger McGlone, Gibbs, ’51, L.A.—
“ No, I don’t think that people who
don’t like lectures and concerts should
be made to pay for them.” (I know
how you feel. I, too, like to get my
money’s worth.)
Joyce Mitchell ’48 and Lee Courier
’50, Alpha Z, L.A.— “ No, we don’t
think they should be included. The
people that are interested in attend
ing concerts and lectures would be
willing to pay for them.”
Evelyn Blish, Congreve North, ’51,
L.A.— “ Yes, because with more money
in the activities fund a higher grade
of performers and speakers would be
available.” (B y “ yes” she means that
the tax should be raised.)
Priscilla Lewis, Congreve North, ’51,
L.A.— “ Yes, because I think more of
the students would take advantage of
the concerts and lectures.” (Yes, in
deed, l^hey certainly would. W e have
a very intellectual bunch of students
here.)
Nancy Vogel, Congreve North, ’51,
L.A.— “ Yes, under this system more
people would attend these activities.
That is, if the price of the tax doesn’t
go up too much.”
Pat Rideout, Congrece North, ’51,
L.A.— “ Yes, because people would
then be stimulated to attend if they
already had a ticket.”
Joyce McCue, ’49, Phi Mu, L.A.—
“ Yes, it’s something that will broaden
the student’s education.”
(continued on page 8)
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Mask and Dagger
Stages 3 Comedies

UNH BASEBALL

PHI DELTA U WINS

(continued from page 5)

(continued from page 5)

Here is the schedule: April 22,
In the event your house for some
Bates; 24, Upsala; 28, at Bowdoin; 30, reason does not receive an official an
Lowell Textile; May 1, Massachusetts; nouncement of these two tournaments
contact Sharon Stepanian, President
5, Northeastern; 7, Connecticut; 8,
of the W R A , or Connie Garbutt, Di
Rhode Island; 12, at Dartmouth; 15, rector of Co-recreation.
Boston College; 18, at Connecticut;

DOC Announces Additional
Feature for Warren Meet

men’s and women’s divisions with gold,
silver, and bronze awards for the three
fastest racers in both divisions.

The Dartmouth Outing Club has an
nounced a unique addition to the an
nual schedule of intercollegiate ski
events — a Collegiate Giant Slalom
Race on the Little Dipper Ski Trail at
Mount Moosilauke in Warren, N. H.
on March 29.

Accommodations are available at the
rifearby Moosilauke Ravine Camp,
owned and operated by the Dartmouth
Outing Club, particularly for collegiate
activities.

Three modern comedies will consti
tute the next bill of student-directed
one-act plays to be presented by Mask
and Dagger in May, it was announced
Entry blanks can be secured by writ
by Professor J. Donald Batcheller
ing the Dartmouth Outing Club, Han
19,
at
Northeastern;
21,
at
Maine;
22,
this week.
over, N. H.
Father Firefly to mother, as they
Any college student who is a Class
Dr. Batcheller, who teaches English at 'Colby; 25, Boston College; 26, at
watched
their
youngster
flying:
“
He’s
C or unclassified skier may enter the
48, in which course the student direc Rhode Island; 27,J »Springfield; 29,
bright for his age, isn’t he?”
competition which will be conducted in
A little leak will sink a great ship.
tors are trained, said that tryouts for Maine.
all three casts will be held immediate
ly after vacation. The plays are sched
uled to be produced in New Hamp
shire Hall on the evenings of May 5
and 6.
Saturday Supplement, a smart do
mestic comedy abaut a writer, will be
directed by Miss Lorraine Moody, ’48.
A Rogue in Bed, a farce by Ronald
Mitchell, will be directed by Miss
Betty Ahern, ’50. And Herb Blais,
’48, will direct The Shy and Lonely,
a serious comedy about an adult sum
mer camp, by Irwin Shaw.

CHAM PION N. Y. YA N K EE’S

VOTED MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
IN THE AM ERICAN LEAGUE

All three directors have had varied
experience prior to study with Dr.
Batcheller. The casts represent acting
opportunities for ten men and ten
women. Backstage duties will be
handled by students in Wesley Brett’s
Stagecraft course in coperation with
Mask and Dagger.

Colonial Dames Hold
Essay Contest Again
All undergraduate students at the
University are eligible to participate in
the second annual essay contest spon
sored Iby the Colonial Dames of Ameri
ca. The topic this year will be “ Free
dom and Responsibility, The Ameri
can Heritage” .

MYERS TOBACCO CG

A total of 75 dollars will be offered
as prizes with 50 dollars going to the
winner and 25 dollars to the runnerup. Last year the winners were Joan
E. Robinson, first prize, and F.
Douglas Bowles, second prize.
Entries should be delivered to Pro
fessor Alexander at Room 206 or Room
212 at Morrill Hall on or before May
1, 1948. The essay should be about
1500 words long, double spaced on
standard typewriter paper.

w cnange to L /n e ite r/ie td
THE FIRST THING T O U w A
NOTICE IS THEIR M h JM E SS \
thatibecause
oftheirRigh
k
Wbrld’sBestlobaccos--IJk
J.L W A T S MILDER
A

The judges are Mrs. Charles C.
Goss of Dover, Honorary President
of the Colonial Dames; Professor Nor
man Alexander, Head of the Depart
ment of Government; and John H.
Schultz of the Department of English.
Decision of the judges is final and the
winners will be announced at the Hon
ors Convocation May 27, 1948.
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CLASS RINGS

K
S e t t e r ta s tin g
w j% P o o l e r s m o k i h g J H

(continued from page 1)
One Official Ring
The contract was written by the
Committee with the assistance of the
advisor and signed by the class and the
contractor.
Manufacturing difficulties, material
shortages and similar post war dis
turbances common to all industry pre
vented delivery of the first ten rings
until the first week in March. The
rings have been examined and are ex
actly in conformity with the terms of
the contract. The informant quoted
by The New Hampshire stated that
two official rings are being sold; there
is one official ring, that which was
voted for and approved at the class
meeting in the fall.
Tom Cotter
Art Massucco
Joan Tilton
J. P. Batchelder

BOSTON BR A V E’S

BOB ELLIOTT

THE CATS MEOW

VOTED MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
IN THE NATIONAL LEAGUE

(continued from page 7)
Richard Scammon ’48, Lambda Chi,
Tech.— “ Yes, it would be very educa
tional and I don’t believe that every
one on campus has the facilities to
take in these lectures.” (And that from
a Tech student!)
Profound statements, one and all!
It is hoped that some attention is giv
en them. Should anyone get any
bright idea about raising the tax and
including the lecture and concert se
ries under the tax, I hope that the stu
dent body 'will have a vote in the mat
ter. After all, we are the ones who
have to suffer through the concerts
and lectures.
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